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ABSTRACT

solve the problem when there is uncertainty in the information needs for these queries. It aims to provide a list of
results that cover as many aspects as possible, so that most
users can be satisfied by the top results.
Although many algorithms have been proposed to diversify search results, no consensus has been reached on the
diversity concept. Most previous work [2, 35, 36, 1] diversifies search results from a specific perspective and deals with
all queries in the same manner. For example, the MMR
algorithm is based on document content, and the IASelect
algorithm [1] relies on the topical categories of documents.
We argue that diversification is a multi-dimensional problem, as people expect different things by diversity from different angles for different queries. In this paper, a dimension
corresponds to a data source. It provides the information to
differentiate the aspects of a query or the related documents.
We explore subtopics from four types of dimensions: anchor
texts, query logs, clusters of search results, and the web
sites of search results. They view the uncertainty of a query
from different perspectives. Query logs reflect the popular
requirements of real-world users, whereas anchor texts give
an overview of the possible meanings of a query that is less
biased by users and search engines. Search result clusters
group some near-duplicated documents together, whereas
web sites are used to identify the documents with different
functionalities.
One dimension is not enough for satisfying the various
requirements from different users. Query logs are not available for new queries and they have bias toward background
rankings. Anchor texts can conquer these shortcomings instead. Query logs and anchor texts are applicable for short
and popular queries; whereas, search result clusters and web
sites work for both popular and tail queries. The first three
types of subtopics (query logs, anchor texts, and search result clusters) can reflect the topicality of the query; while the
fourth dimension, web sites of search results, can reflect the
functionality aspect of queries. For instance, web pages from
Wikipedia are usually good for information seeking queries,
while pages on a particular software website are suitable for
downloading tasks. As different types of subtopics are complimentary to each other, and can benefit different types
of queries, combining them together can potentially help
search result diversity. Experimental results in Section 6.2
confirm that combining subtopics from multiple dimensions
does help discover more user intents.
Furthermore, user intents vary in different levels, even for
a same query. For example, the query “defender” has multiple interpretations. It can stand for “Windows Defender”, an

Most existing search result diversification algorithms diversify search results in terms of a specific dimension. In this
paper, we argue that search results should be diversified in
a multi-dimensional way, as queries are usually ambiguous
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query and the novelty of documents by measuring the coverage of subtopics. Experimental results on the TREC 2009
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Studies show that the vast majority of queries to search
engines are short and vague in specifying a user’s intent [12,
23, 10, 20, 18]. Search result diversification is one way to
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anti-virus computer software, or “Land Rover Defender”, an
off-road utility vehicle. Whereas, for the specific interpretation “Windows Defender”, users are also interested in various
aspects covered by the topic, such as finding the homepage
of the software, downloading the software, or looking for
user reviews about the problems with the software. Combining subtopics from multiple dimensions is helpful to view
documents from different perspectives, and hence is able to
diversify results better than using one specific dimension.
We propose a general framework of diversifying search results based on multiple dimensions of subtopics. The framework combines the results of the original query and those of
mined subtopics to get comprehensive subtopic information
for documents. It diversifies search results by considering
both relevance of documents and novelty or richness of their
subtopics. A greedy algorithm is used to iteratively select
the next best document to generate a diversified ranking list.
We implement two systematic approaches, a topic richness
model and a topic novelty model, based on this framework.
Experimental results on the ClueWeb09 web page collection
[7] and the TREC 2009 Web track query set [6] show that by
using the subtopics, our proposed result diversification algorithms improve diversity over the sole use of one category of
subtopics. The models also outperform two state-of-the-art
models, the MMR model [2] based on document content,
and the IASelect model [1] based on topical categories.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We
briefly discuss related work in Section 2, and describe the
dataset in Section 3. We introduce our methods of mining subtopics in Section 4. Following this, the search result
diversification framework is proposed in Section 5, and the
experimental results are analyzed in Section 6. We then
conclude our work in Section 7.

2.

search engines. Rafiei et al. [18] modeled the problem as
expectation maximization and presented algorithms to estimate the optimization parameters.
Most of the above work focuses on specific diversity models. They usually do not explicitly mine subtopics, or simply
use one specific type of subtopics (e.g., document content in
[2], topical categories in [1]) to measure the similarity of
documents. In this paper, we explicitly mine subtopics from
different data sources to better predict user intents, and design result diversification models based on explicit multiple
types of subtopics. A relevant work is [14], in which the authors discussed the multi-dimensional diversity problem in
image search; whereas we focus on general web search.
The problem of intrinsic diversity is also receiving much
attention in IR community [16]. Intrinsic diversity means
that diversity is a part of the information need in some cases
(either in web search, or in other applications such as recommendation systems). Users prefer to get a list of diverse
results instead of a large number of similar or duplicated
results. Related applications include but not limit to the
approaches as follows. Ziegler et al. [37] proposed diversifying recommendation lists which cover more user interests
to improve user satisfaction, rather than specifically focusing on the accuracy of individual recommendations. Celma
and Herrera [3] proposed new approaches to evaluate novel
recommendations. Vee et al. studied the problem of result
diversification in online shopping applications. They developed query processing techniques that guarantee diversity
[28]. Strohmaier et al. addressed the problem of the diversity of query suggestions [27]. Radlinski and Dumais proposed to improve personalized web search by mining diverse
related queries from query logs [17]. El-Arini et al. [11] presented an approach for picking a set of diverse posts that
best covers the important stories in the blogosphere. Song
et al. [24] presented a re-ranking method based on topic
richness analysis to enrich topic coverage in retrieval image
search results. In this paper, we mainly discuss the problem
of diversifying web search results. Our proposed models,
which diversify results based on associated multiple types of
attributes, may also be applicable for the above scenarios.
Several metrics have been proposed to evaluate result diversity. Zhai, Cohen and Lafferty [34] proposed S-recall,
S-precision, and WS-precision for evaluating subtopic retrieval. Clarke et al. [4] proposed α-nDCG in which information needs and documents are treated as sets of nuggets.
Agrawal et al. [1] proposed several Intent-Aware (IA) metrics including MAP-IA, nDCG-IA, and Precision-IA. Clarke,
Kolla and Vechtomova proposed Novelty and Rank-Biased
Precision (NRBP) [5] which also measures the novelty and
diversity of search results. Sakai et al. [19] propose metrics called Idiv-nDCG and Idiv-Q for evaluating diversified
search results. These metrics favor the documents that are
highly relevant to more popular intents. Details of these
evaluation metrics are not the main focus of this paper. In
this paper, we use the α-nDCG metric, which is the primary measurement used in diversity task of TREC 2009
Web track, to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed result models.
There have been many approaches on mining topics for
search result organization, which are also relevant to our
work. For example, Lawrie et al. [13] proposed to automatically generate topic hierarchies by applying a graphtheoretic algorithm. In this paper, we preliminary mine

RELATED WORK

The problem of improving search result diversity has been
well discussed in IDR 2009 [16], and there has been much
work on this area. Carboness and Goldstein [2] proposed
the MMR algorithm, which diversifies search results or document summaries based on content similarities between documents or sentences. Zhai and Lafferty described a general
risk minimization framework for subtopic retrieval, in which
relevance and novelty can be modeled together within a loss
function [33]. Yue et al. [31] formulate the learning problem of predicting diverse subsets and derive a discriminative
training method based on structural SVMs. Zhang et al.
[35] proposed the Affinity Ranking (AR) algorithm to rerank search results by optimizing diversity and information
richness of search results. Zhu et al. [36] introduced a novel
ranking algorithm called Grasshopper, which ranks items
with an emphasis on diversity based on random walks in an
absorbing Markov chain. Recently, Agrawal et al. [1] proposed a diversification objective function that maximizes the
likelihood of ranking relevant documents in the top results
based on topical categories of queries and documents, and
used a greedy algorithm named IASelect for the objective.
Coyle and Smyth [9] investigated the use of case-based reasoning (CBR) diversity-enhancing techniques in Web search,
showing that result diversity can be significantly enhanced
without compromising result precision and recall. Santos et
al [20, 21] proposed the xQuAD framework which models
an ambiguous query as a set of sub-queries, and diversified search results based on query reformulations from Web
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subtopics from four data sources and combine them together
to diversify search results. We try to investigate whether
combining multiple types of subtopics can better predict
user intents and improve result diversity. We plan to integrate existing topic mining algorithms into our framework,
and detailed analysis of these algorithms is beyond the scope
of the paper.

3.

likely users are searching for the subtopic by issuing the
query. In the following subsections, we will introduce our
methods of mining subtopics and corresponding weights.

4.1 Anchor texts
Anchor texts created by web designers provide meaningful descriptions of destination documents. They are usually
short and descriptive, which share the similar characteristics
with web queries. Give a query, anchor texts that contain
the query terms usually convey the information about the
query intents, hence we use these kinds of related anchor
texts as subtopics.
For a given query q, we first get all anchor texts containing
all query terms of q, weight them, and select the most important ones as subtopics. We observe that the importance
of an anchor text is usually proportional to its popularity
on the Web, i.e., how many times it is used in web sites or
pages. However, a shorter anchor text usually matches the
query better than a longer anchor text. The subtopic of the
longer anchor text may be over-specified or drifted from the
original query. Based on these observations, we design the
following ranking function to evaluate the importance of an
anchor text c:

DATASETS AND SETTINGS

Before presenting our methods of mining subtopics and diversifying search results, we first briefly introduce the dataset
in this section.
We use the public available ClueWeb09 data collection
[7] to experiment with our algorithms. The collection consists of one billion web pages in ten languages, collected in
January and February 2009. We use WebStudio [30], a flexible indexing and ranking system, to index all 500M English
pages using 40 servers. Each server has two 2.50 GHz Xeon
CPUs, 16G memory, and a 3TB hard disk. Given a query,
top search results are first retrieved from each server, and
then merged in an aggregation server.
Our proposed models are evaluated using the query set of
TREC 2009 Web track [6]. It includes 50 queries, each of
which has three to eight manually edited subtopics. There
are 243 subtopics in total, and 199 of them have at least one
judged relevant document. To the best of our knowledge,
it is the first public query set with explicit diversity-aware
relevance judgments.
We use the query log data that include all queries issued
to Bing Search [15] in April 2009. We process the log data
and group queries into query sessions. A query session includes a sequence of queries issued by one user within a
period of search activity terminated by 30 minutes or more
of inactivity.
As some of our subtopics mining methods (clusters and
web sites of top results in Section 4) and proposed search
result diversification models (in Section 5) need an initial set
of search results, we implement the MSRA2000 model [25] as
our baseline ranking function. The model is an augmented
BM25 function that combines four different fields of Web
pages including title, body, URL, and anchor text. In addition to term frequency, inverted document frequency, and
document length, it further considers the proximity between
query term occurrences. Detailed descriptions of the model
can be found in [25]. In the ad-hoc task of TREC 2009
Web track, the ranking function (named MSRANORM in
[6]) generates reasonably good results [6].

4.

f (q, c) = freq(c) ∗ rel(q, c)
= [nsitec + log(npagec − nsitec + 1)] ∗

1 + len(q)
len(c)

The first term freq(c) = nsitec + log(npagec − nsitec + 1)
evaluates the popularity of anchor text c, in which npagec
denotes the number of source pages that contain the anchor
text c, and nsitec denotes the number of unique source sites
of these links. As it is easy to create a large number of
source pages within a same source site to boost the anchor
text, we just count each source site once. For the additional
pages containing the anchor text (totally npagec − nsitec
pages) from these sites, we discount their votes using the
log function. Obviously an anchor text used by a larger
number of different web sites will get a high value of freq(c).
The second term rel(q, c) = 1+len(q)
punishes the anchor
len(c)
texts that contain too many words. Note that len(q) is the
count of query terms, and len(c) is the number of terms
contained in c. For the query q, an anchor text q + t1 with
an additional term t1 gets as high rel(q, c) as one, because
it is a perfect subtopic of the query; whereas, another one
q+t1 +t2 containing two additional terms gets lower rel(q, c).
As f (q, c) is unbounded, we further normalize it to (0, 1)
using the sigmoid function:

SUBTOPIC MINING

w(q, c) =

We mine multiple types of subtopics that may match potential user information needs or intents. We conjecture that
different types of data sources contain complementary information from different perspectives. Leveraging the subtopics
from these data sources may help to better understand user
intents. In this paper, we extract subtopics from anchor
texts, query logs, clusters of search results, and their corresponding web sites. We will investigate other data sources,
such as online dictionaries, which include the official interpretations, in future work.
For each subtopic c, we estimate a weight w(q, c) to measure how important the subtopic is for a given query q. A
subtopic with a higher weight potentially infers that more

1
1 + e−[f (q,c)−avgF req]/avgF req

where avgF req is the average of anchor text frequency freq(c)
over all anchor texts in the corpus. An anchor text with average frequency and one additional term will get the average
score 0.5.
To efficiently retrieve anchor texts containing all query
terms, we use the WebStudio [30] system to index all anchor
texts. We treat each anchor text c as a document, and build
its statistics (such as nsitec and npagec ) as its attributes. We
use f (q, c) as ranking function to obtain top anchor texts for
the query q. Using the configuration introduced in Section 3,
we can retrieve top 100 anchor texts for a query within one
second.
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Table 1: Subtopics for query “defender” mined from different data sources
(b) query logs
(a) anchor texts
Subtopic

Weight

Subtopic

Weight

Subtopic

castle defender
public defender
cosmic defender
windows defender
brewery defender

0.999
0.997
0.979
0.962
0.935

reputation defender
star defender
chicago defender
base defender
doodle defender

0.822
0.784
0.724
0.637
0.593

windows defender download
defender arcade game
defender antivirus
land rover defender
free windows defender beta

(c) search result clusters

Weight

Subtopic

Weight

0.458 defender marine supply
0.273 install microsoft defender
0.273
defender for xp
0.270 microsoft defender review
0.270
defender pro

0.270
0.270
0.270
0.270
0.210

(d) sites of search results

Subtopic

Weight

Subtopic

Weight

Subtopic

Weight

Subtopic

Weight

office
national,center,juvenile
free encyclopedia
wikipedia,redirected,video
arcade game

1.000
0.850
0.471
0.421
0.320

land rover
otterbox,description
appellate,osad
federal public
dedicated,life

0.264
0.228
0.233
0.113
0.092

en.wikipedia.org
www.otterbox.com
www.state.il.us
www.bigfuntown.com
www.wn.com

1.000
0.997
0.731
0.731
0.731

www.pixelparadox.com
www.state.co.us
www.nlada.org
www.sdcounty.ca.gov
expertisegames.com

0.500
0.500
0.500
0.500
0.500

same query sessions. A high p∗jk value means that qj
and qk are frequently issued in the same sessions.

Table 1(a) shows the top 10 anchor texts with their weights
for the query “defender” mined from the ClueWeb09 collection [7]. Note that we do not diversify retrieved anchor texts
in this paper, because the top mined anchor texts look quite
different from each other.

• The results by searching qj and qk are similar; Suppose
Docs(qj ) and Docs(qk ) are top ten search results re|Docs(q )∩Docs(q )|
turned for query qj and qk . We use |Docs(qjj )∪Docs(qkk )|
to evaluate the result similarity of these two queries.

4.2 Query logs
Query log data contain much useful information about
user intents, as queries are directly issued by real-world
users. When a user issues the query that may be ambiguous
or underspecified, and does not get expected results, he/she
often refines the query and re-submits a new query to search
engines. So by analyzing the follow-up queries in sessions,
we can identify user intents covered by the original query.
Suppose for each query qi , ni is the number of times the
query was issued. For a pair of queries (qi , qj ), let nij be
n
the number of times qi was followed by qj . pij = niji is
the empirical probability of qi being followed by qj . The
problem of directly using the empirical follow-up probability pij is that follow-up queries are usually dominated by
top user intents. For example, top three follow-up queries
for query “defender” are “windows defender download,”“microsoft defender,” and “windows defender” according to the
log data introduced in Section 3. These queries are actually
talking about the same interpretation related to “windows
defender”. To avoid this problem, we use an MMR-like [2]
measure to greedily select the set of queries that are related
to the given query yet different from each other. Suppose
R(qi ) is the set of queries already selected, the next best
query, namely q n , is selected by:


q n = arg max λ · pij − (1 − λ) · max sim(qj , qk )
(1)
qj

• The words contained in qj and qk are similar. We use
|qj ∩qk |
to measure the text similarity between these
|qj ∪qk |
two queries.
We use the linear combination of these factors as follows.


1
|Docs(qj ) ∩ Docs(qk )|
|qj ∩ qk |
sim(qj , qk ) =
p∗jk +
+
3
|Docs(qj ) ∪ Docs(qk )|
|qj ∪ qk |
When the top subtopics are selected, we use the following sigmoid function to calculate the normalized weights for
selected subtopics (queries):


w(q, c) = 1/ 1 + en∗(avgP rob−pqc )

where pqc is the empirical probability of q being followed by
c. The subtopic c with a higher follow-up ratio will get a
larger weight w(q, c). avgP rob is the estimation of average
follow-up ratio between all queries and their top follow-up
queries. We empirically set it as 0.1 in this paper. n is a
normalization constant and we set it to 10.
Similar to the subtopics mined from anchor texts, we also
require that a subtopic coming from query logs must contain
all query terms appearing in the query, or it is the abbreviation of the follow-up query. As an example, we show top
10 subtopics for the query “defender” in Table 1(b).

qk ∈R(qi )

4.3 Search results clusters

where λ=0.5, and sim(qj , qk ) is the similarity between two
queries qj and qk . We assume that the two queries qj and
qk are similar if:

Search result clustering is an alternative approach used to
solve the problem of query ambiguity. Instead of diversifying
a search result list, it groups search results into clusters, so
that users can easily navigate into a particular group that is
relevant to his/her information need. Existing search result
clustering approaches include but are not limited to [32, 29,
8]. In this paper, we use the algorithm presented by Zeng

• qj and qk are frequently co-issued in the same query
√
sessions. We use the measurement p∗jk = pjk pkj proposed by Radlinski and Dumais [17] to evaluate the
probability of two queries being issued together in the
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et al. [32] to group the top N original search results into
K clusters based on key phrases in snippets. The documents that contain the same top-ranked phrases (n-grams)
are grouped together as one cluster, and the cluster that contains more salient phrases will be ranked higher. In this paper, we treat each cluster as an implicit subtopic. As we do
not have the original ranking score of each cluster, we assume
a cluster (subtopic), denoted by cluster1 , is more important
than another cluster, denoted by cluster2 , if: (1) cluster1 is
ranked higher than cluster2 in terms of salient phrases; and
(2) the best document within the cluster cluster1 is ranked
higher than that in cluster2 . We employ the following equation based on the above two assumptions to evaluate the
importance of a cluster subtopic:
w(q, c) = 0.5 ×

Table 2:
Subtopics for an example page
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Windows Defender

K − clstRankc + 1
1
+ 0.5 ×
K
bestDocRankc

C

c

wc

r(c, d)

Anchor
Clustering
Clustering
Site
Query log
Query log
Query log
Query log

windows defender
free encyclopedia
wikipedia,redirected,video
en.wikipedia.org
windows defender download
free windows defender beta
defender for xp
microsoft defender review

0.962
0.471
0.421
1.000
0.458
0.270
0.270
0.270

0.99
0.99
0.99
0.70
0.50
0.99
0.30
0.44

some major subtopics cannot be found by analyzing query
sessions. Thirdly, subtopics may be dominated by some popular user intents. For example, for the query “defender”,
most of the mined subtopics are about “windows defender”,
while “football defender” is rarely found in user sessions.
Anchor text-based subtopics also favor short and popular
queries. Different from query logs, they reflect the distribution of information from the viewpoints of web publishers.
They may contain the information that has not been covered
by user queries yet, and they are not biased by past users
behaviors and background rankings. Anchor texts are also
easy to collect, without any problem of user privacy issue.
Different from query log and anchor text-based subtopics,
search result cluster-based subtopics can work for both popular and tail queries. They are especially useful to identify
duplicated information in the top results in terms of document content. As subtopics are mined from the original
search results and no new documents are considered, their
effectiveness depends on the quality of the background rankings.
Web sites of search results can also work for tail queries.
Different from the subtopics mined from the first three dimensions (query logs, anchor texts, and search result clusters) that reflect the topicality of queries, subtopics mined
from web sites of search results can be used to diversify results from the functionality aspect of queries.
As these different types of subtopics are diverse in many
aspects and benefit different types of queries, combining
them together can potentially help multi-dimensional search
result diversity.

where clstRankc is the rank of the cluster among all clusters, and bestDocRankc is the highest rank of the documents
within the cluster, i.e., bestDocRankc = mind∈c rankd . We
use the same settings N =200 and K=10 as those in [32].
We show the cluster names for the query “defender” in Table 1(c). The descriptions of the subtopics (clusters) are
generated based on selected key phrases in the snippets of
top results. Note that the descriptions are not used in our
diversification framework, as we can directly get the association between clusters and documents.

4.4 Sites of search results
Web pages from the same web site usually contain similar information, while different websites are more likely to
provide results with different functionalities. For instance,
pages from Wikipedia are usually good for information seeking, while pages on a particular software hosting website are
suitable for downloading tasks. It might be better to mix
the results from multiple web sites in the top results.
We regard each web site within top N results as an implicit
subtopic, and calculate its normalized importance by the
sigmoid function:
w(q, c) = 1/(1 + eω−nPagesInSitec )
Here nPagesInSitec is the number of results that come from
the site c and are returned at the top N . We assume that
the more results a site returns, the richer information the
site provides. A site gets a medium weight 0.5 when there
are ω results from this site. We empirically set N =200 and
ω=2 on the ClueWeb09 dataset, and show the top sites for
the query “defender” in Table 1(d). Note that web site en.
wikipedia.org instead of microsoft.com has the highest
weight because Wikipedia has many entry pages for different
meanings of “defender”, whereas the Windows Defender’s
home page and other relevant pages from microsoft.com
are not in the ClueWeb09 dataset.

5. SEARCH RESULT DIVERSIFICATION
In this section, we present a general framework for diversifying search results based on subtopics, and then describe two different implementations in the framework in
Section 5.2 and Section 5.3.

5.1 Framework
We use a general framework to solve the problem of search
result diversity based on subtopics. Assume that C is the
set of all subtopics categories and C ∈ C (e.g., anchor text)
is one of the categories. c ∈ C is a subtopic within category
C.
We first generate a list of search results for the original
query and also a result list for each subtopic c using the baseline ranking function described in Section 3. More specifically, we use each anchor text-based subtopic (or each query
log-based subtopic) as a new query and retrieve the top re-

4.5 Discussions
In this section, we briefly discuss the characteristics of
each type of subtopics and their differences.
Query log-based subtopics can somehow reflect real-world
user information needs, but they have the flaws as follows.
Firstly, they are only available for old queries. Secondly,
they may show some bias toward background rankings. If
most subtopics are already retrieved in the top results, users
may just click them without issuing a new query, and hence
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1
problem, we set an equal weight µ(C) = |C|
for each subtopic
category in this paper and will investigate other weighting
schemes in future work. v(d, Sn , C) is the subtopic richness
score of document d in terms of subtopic category C given
a set of selected documents Sn ; and we define
X
v(d, Sn , C) =
wc · φ(c, Sn ) · r(c, d)
(4)

sults for it. For each result clustering-based and site-based
subtopic, we simply keep the associations between documents and the subtopic and do not carry out new retrieval.
We use r(q, d) and r(c, d) to represent the normalized relevance score of document d, ranging from 0 to 1, with respect to query q and subtopic c. Different ranking methods
may generate different distributions of ranking scores. To
avoid heterogeneous score combination, we utilize the ranks
instead of the original relevance scores. Suppose rank(q,
d) is the rank
p of document d in ranking list of q, we let
r(q, d) = 1/ rank(q, d) after experimenting with several
other alternatives; and so does r(c, d). Note that r(q, d)
and r(c, d) will decrease as the document ranks increase.
Then we represent document d with a list of subtopics
that are associated with the document. For example, Table 2 shows all the subtopics mined for web page http:
//en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Windows_Defender. The page
has eight subtopics that are from all four subtopic categories.
A result diversification model aims to diversify the results
in R, which is the set of candidate documents retrieved by
the query q or its subtopics, in terms of their subtopic information. We assume that a good diversified set should cover
as many subtopics as possible in multiple dimensions, and at
the same time the relevance of results should be preserved.
We employ a greedy algorithm that can match our objectives to iteratively select the next best document from the
remaining documents to generate a diversified ranking list:
dn+1 = arg max [ρ · r(q, d) + (1 − ρ) · Φ(d, Sn , C)]
d∈R\Sn

c∈C

where wc is the weight of subtopic c in subtopic category
C. φ(c, Sn ) is the discounted importance of subtopic c after
documents set Sn has been selected. We assume that the
importance of a subtopic should be reduced if previously selected documents have already covered it. Given a subtopic,
suppose that documents are independent, we use the following function, which is similar to that in [1], to calculate
φ(c, Sn ):

1
if n = 0;
Q
φ(c, Sn ) =
(5)
ds ∈Sn [1 − r (c, ds )] else.

Note that in Equation (5), we assume the independence
between mined subtopics within a category, just like that
in the xQuAD framework [20] and the IASelect model [1].
Actually, we have tried to avoid dependent subtopics when
mining the subtopics from query logs in this paper.

5.3 Topic novelty model
Φ(d, Sn , C) can be regarded as the novelty of document
d to the currently selected document set Sn , just like the
MMR algorithm [2]:

(2)

where Φ is the importance of the document d in terms of
topic diversity. ρ is the parameter that controls the tradeoff between relevance and topic diversity. Documents will
be ranked totally based on diversity when ρ equals to 0,
whereas it will approximate to the original ranking when ρ
equals to 1.
The framework can be regarded as a general form of the
xQuAD framework [20], the MMR model [2], and the IASelect model [1]. It models the diversity of a document d
given a set of selected documents Sn . The difference is
that Φ(d, Sn , C) accepts multiple dimensions of subtopics
C, rather than a single dimension of subtopics.
The key problem is how to measure the importance of a
document in terms of topic diversity over multiple dimensions of subtopics. We explore two models in the following
two sections. Note that the weight w(q, c) of a subtopic c to
a query q is simplified as wc in the following sections.

Φ(d, Sn , C) = 1 − max Sim(d, dj , C)
dj ∈Sn

We combine multiple types of subtopics, rather than document content, to measure the similarity between two documents as (6).
X
Sim(d, dj , C) =
Sim(d, dj , C)
(6)
C∈C

Sim(d, dj , C) is the similarity between two documents in
terms of subtopic category C. We assume that the documents d and dj are similar to each other if they are similarly
relevant to the subtopics within current category C. Thus,
we design Sim(d, dj , C) as:
!
1
Sim(d, dj , C) = 2 × 1 −
P
1 + e− c∈C wc ·|r(c,d)−r(c,dj )|

5.2 Topic richness model

6. EXPERIMENTS

Our first approach treats Φ(d, Sn , C) as a topic richness
score, which is similar to the xQuAD framework [20] and
the IASelect model [1]. We define the following function to
measure the overall topic richness of a document d under
the condition that a set of documents Sn have already been
selected:
X
Φ(d, Sn , C) =
µ(C) · v(d, Sn , C)
(3)

In this section, we design several experiments to mainly
verify: (1) whether combining multiple types of subtopics
help discover user intents; (2) whether our proposed models
can improve search result diversity; (3) whether the proposed models outperform existing state-of-the-art models.
We introduce experiment settings and evaluation metrics in
Section 6.1. Statistics about subtopic coverage are discussed
in Section 6.2, following which detailed ranking results are
presented and analyzed.

C∈C

Here we assume the independence between each type of
subtopics as the subtopics are mined from four totally different data sources. We use a linear combination and µ(C)
is the importance of subtopic
P category C among all types
of subtopics, and we let
C∈C µ(C) = 1. To simplify the

6.1 Experiment setup
As introduced in Section 3, we use the TREC 2009 Web
track query set and the ClueWeb09 web page collection to
evaluate our algorithms. We retrieve the top 1,000 results
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percentage of covered sub-topics

1

A
C

S
L

combining four types of subtopics (series ACSL) can
cover more manually-edited subtopics over any sole
use of one category, no matter how many mined subtopics
and associated results are used. About 86% (i.e., 171) of the
subtopics are covered by at least one category when the top
10 subtopics in each category and the top 100 results for
each subtopic are used.
This figure also shows that more human-edited subtopics
are covered by each subtopic category when more mined
subtopics within the category and more results are used.
The site-based method is an exception. It covers similar
numbers of human-edited subtopics no matter top 100 or
top 10 results from each site are used. This is because that
most of the sites return less than 10 results in the original
search results. The two settings are actually same in the
number of results from each site.

ACSL

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
100
50
10
100
50
10
10 sub-topics
5 sub-topics
number of documents from each sub-topic

Figure 1: Subtopic coverage statistics
for each query. Four categories of subtopics and their search
results are mined as that introduced in Section 4.
We use letters ‘A’ (Anchor), ‘L’ (Log), ‘C’ (Clustering),
and ‘S’ (Site) in experiments to denote four types of subtopics.
An additional letter ‘N’ is used to identify the topic Novelty
model, and no additional symbols are used for the topic
richness model. The baseline model without result diversification is denoted as “BASE”.
We evaluate result diversity using the α-NDCG measurement proposed in [4]. Given a query, the Discounted Cumulative Gain (DCG) measurement over the top K documents
is calculated as:
K Pm
C(i,j−1)
X
i=1 J(dj , i)(1 − α)
DCG[K] =
log(1 + j)
j=1

6.3 Results of the topic richness model
Figure 2 shows the results of the topic richness model
when different types of subtopics are used. Note that the
results are generated based on the top 1,000 results of the
original query and no new documents retrieved by subtopics
are considered. Experimental results indicate that the sole
use of each type of subtopics can improve result diversity
with appropriate settings of ρ, while a combination of
them (series ACSL) performs the best, especially in
terms of α-nDCG@10 with α=0.5 or α=1. This is because
that: (1) combining multiple types of subtopics can help
discover more user intents, as indicated in Section 6.2; and
(2) multiple types of subtopics are complementary in better understanding of document topics. For example, for two
documents that appear in two different sites but have similar content, the site-based subtopics cannot identify their
duplication while the result clustering-based subtopics can.
We also try other combinations of subtopics, for example, just combining anchor text-based and query-log based
subtopics. Experimental results show that any combination
outperforms the sole use of one type of subtopic. Note that
a combination of subtopics from anchor texts, search result
clusters, and web sites of search results (named MSRAACSF,
with ρ=0.5) performs top 1 in the diversity task of the TREC
2009 Web track, in terms of α-nDCG@10. We skip the details of the experimental results due to space limitation.
Figure 2 also shows that the anchor text-based subtopics
(series A) and the query log-based subtopics (series L) can
improve diversity but they harm α-nDCG when the final
ranking output heavily depends on result diversity while ignoring document relevance (ρ closes to 0). By analyzing
detailed ranking results, we find that the two methods harm
α-nDCG mainly because some novel but less relevant or even
irrelevant results are ranked higher. Sometimes there are few
relevant documents retrieved for some subtopics or irrelevant
subtopics are wrongly mined, and thus irrelevant documents
are returned at the top. In addition, the evaluation of diversity is influenced by the judgments. Sometimes reasonable
subtopics are mined yet excluded from the manually created subtopics. For example, “castle defender” and “public
defender” are mined as subtopics for query “defender”, but
they are not listed in the judgments. For the query log-based
methods, some top returned documents are not judged and
thus treated as irrelevant because of the incomplete judgments.

where m is the number of subtopics of the query; and each
J(dj , i) is a binary relevance judgment for subtopic i of result dj returned at position j. C(i, j − 1) is the number of
documents ranked up to position j −1 that have
Pbeen judged
to be relevant to subtopic i, i.e., C(i, j − 1) = j−1
c=1 J(dc , i).
α is a constant with 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, which reflects the possibility of assessor error. Note that duplicated documents
within the same subtopic are treated as totally irrelevant to
the subtopic when α equals to 1. The normalized discounted
cumulative gain (α-nDCG) for the top K results is computed
as: α-nDCG@K = DCG[K]/DCG′ [K], where DCG′ [K] is
the ideal gain, which is calculated based on ideal ordering
of documents. The final α-nDCG value of a query set is
computed by averaging α-nDCG values over all queries. We
report α-NDCG@5 and α-nDCG@10 in this paper.

6.2 Subtopic coverage
Before experimenting with the diversification models, we
first investigate whether using multiple types of subtopics
can help discover real user intents and subtopics. We extract all human-edited subtopics and their relevant documents from the judgment set. For each mined subtopic category C, we count the number of human-edited subtopics
that are covered by C. We say that a human-edited subtopic
cr is covered by C if at least one of cr ’s relevant documents
appears in the results associated with some mined subtopics
within C. We have tried the top 10 or top 5 subtopics in each
mined subtopic category, and the top 100, top 50, or top 10
results associated with each mined subtopic. The percentages of covered subtopics are plotted in Figure 1. Note that
in the query set, 199 of all 243 manually edited subtopics
have at least one judged relevant document. We find that
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Figure 2: Results of the topic richness model when different types of subtopics are used
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6.4 Results of the topic novelty model
We combine different types of subtopics in the topic novelty model and compare them with results of the topic richness model. We only report α-nDCG@10, the primary measurement used in TREC 2009, due to space limitation. In
Figure 3, series NACSL stands for the topic novelty model
using all four types of subtopics. Results show that it outperforms the baseline ranking (BASE) and all other models
that only use one type of subtopics (NA, NC, NS, and NL).
This means that combining multiple types of subtopics
can also improve result diversity in the topic novelty
model.
Figure 3 also shows that the model does not perform as
well as the topic richness model, whenever only one category of subtopic or all categories are used. This is mainly
because the novelty model does not consider topic coverage
information. When selecting next document, a document
d1 that covers five new subtopics and another document d2
that covers only one new subtopic may get similar novelty
scores close to 1. Actually, we would like to rank d1 higher
than d2 if d1 ’s relevance is not significantly worse because d1
may have a higher probability of matching real user intents.
The topic richness model considers such topic coverage information; hence it outperforms the topic novelty model.
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Figure 3: Result of the topic novelty model
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6.5 Comparison with existing work
We implement two state-of-the-art diversification models
to compare with our approaches.
The first model we implement is the IASelect model proposed by Agrawal et al. [1]. The difference between the
model and our proposed models is that it diversifies search
results based on topical categories (and only based on topical
categories) of queries and documents. We use the document
and query classification tool introduced in [22] to categorize
all queries and their top 1,000 documents (retrieved by the
baseline ranking function) into 16 pre-defined topical categories, and then use the IASelect algorithm to re-rank a
certain number of top documents. Figure 4 shows the results of the IASelect algorithm when different numbers of
top results are re-ranked. The figure shows that the algorithm is less stable. It can improve result diversity based
on a certain number of top results (e.g., 15 to 20 in this
paper), but its effectiveness decreases when more results are
involved in re-ranking. This is because it ranks documents
totally based on category vectors without considering document relevance. More irrelevant documents within relevant
categories may be ranked to the top when more results are

10

15

20 25 30 35 40 45 50 100 200 1000
number of documents to rerank

Figure 4: Results of the IASelect algorithm

used in re-ranking. Furthermore, since the subtopics in the
query set are not labeled based on topical categories, the
inconsistence between subtopics definition and topical category also hurts the effectiveness of the IASelect model. We
find that a large percentage of manually-judged subtopics in
the query set are of the same topical category. For example, for the query “map”, the top four labeled subtopics are
finding the homepages of Google Maps, MSN Maps, Yahoo
Maps, and MapQuest. Obviously these four intents belong
to similar topical categories and it is hard to differentiate
the documents that are relevant to these subtopics by using
the IASelect algorithm.
The second algorithm we implement is the MMR algorithm [2], which diversifies results based on similarity of document content. We generate a TF-IDF term vector based on
full document content for each document, and use the cosine
similarity of the TF-IDF vectors to measure the similarity of
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Figure 5: Result comparison of all models

Figure 6: Results of the topic richness model with
different numbers of documents from subtopics

two documents. We first experiment with re-ranking a different number of top results when ρ=0.5. We find that results
do not significantly change with the number of re-ranked results increasing. This is because the MMR algorithm uses
the original ranking score to make sure significantly irrelevant results cannot be ranked to the top.
In Figure 5, we show the results of the MMR algorithm
(series MMR) when all 1,000 results are re-ranked, together
with the results of the topic richness model (series ACSL),
the topic novelty model (series NACSL), and the IASelect
model (IASelect15) when the top 15 results are re-ranked.
The figure shows that the topic richness model ACSL, which
combines four different types of subtopics, performs the best.
It (with ρ=0.3) significantly outperforms the topic novelty
model (with ρ=0.6) and the IASelect model (p-value<0.05
in the two-tailed t-test for both). The topic novelty model
NACSL is slightly better than the IASelect model but the
difference is not significant (p-value >0.05). The MMR algorithm performs the worst (significantly worse than NACSL
with p-value<0.05), which may be caused by the following
reason. The MMR algorithm fully depends on document
content, and does not use any (other) subtopics. It may
mismatch with the objective of TREC2009 Web track diversity task as some subtopics are not easily identified by content. For example, for the query “obama family tree”, most
of the top 10 results share similar words, such as “barack”,
“african”, “kenya”, “country”, and “launch”. It is really difficult to identify and diversify the following judged subtopics
by comparing their content similarity: (1) where did Barack
Obama’s parents and grandparents come from; (2) find biographical information on Barack Obama’s mother.

representation of documents. That is why the diversity is
improved. But when most relevant documents have already
been covered by the top results, using more documents cannot bring much benefit.
(2) When comparing two methods, we find that adding
new documents (series ACSLn) retrieved by subtopics in
ranking outperforms the ACSL method when more than 20
documents for each subtopic are used, but the difference is
not statistically significant (p-value>0.05 in t-test). It is
risky to use the ACSLn method when less than 20 documents from each subtopic are used. Although some new
subtopics can be discovered by new documents, some irrelevant document may also be ranked higher, especially when
subtopic information are not enough.

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we propose to diversify search results in a
multi-dimensional way.
We first mine subtopics, which are defined as pieces of information that a query contains, from four different types of
data sources, namely anchor texts, query logs, search result
clusters, and the web sites of search results. We reveal that
combining these subtopics together can help discover more
user intents and finally benefit result diversity, because they
cover query information from different dimensions, and favor
different queries.
We then propose a general framework, which incorporates
multiple types of explicit subtopics to diversify search results. We implement two models, namely the topic richness
model and the topic novelty model, which emphasize topic
coverage or document novelty in terms of the subtopics of
different categories that are associated with a document.
Experimental results on TREC 2009 Web track data indicate that combining four types of subtopics improves result
diversity over using only one type of subtopics in terms of αNDCG, and the topic richness model is more effective than
the topic novelty model. The combination of subtopics plus
the topic richness model also performs significantly better
than two state-of-the-art models, the MMR model based on
document texts and the IASelect model based on topical
categories.
In the future, we plan to incorporate topical categories
and raw content to our existing subtopics. We also plan to
mine subtopics from more data sources (such as Wikipedia
and WordNet). The problem of search result diversity becomes more and more interesting when a large number of

6.6 Experiments on the number of documents
Using different numbers of documents associated with each
subtopic may impact the coverage and richness of subtopics.
In this experiment, we use 1,000 results from the original
query and use different numbers of documents corresponding
to each subtopic in the topic richness model with ρ=0, and
plot the results in Figure 6. Note that series ACSLn stands
for the experiment in which new documents retrieved by
anchor-based or query log-based subtopics are incorporated.
This figure indicates that:
(1) Using more documents associated with subtopics (for
example, from 10 to 50) improves search result diversity, no
matter whether the new documents are used in ranking or
not. However, for the ACSL method, the performance goes
flat when more than ten documents are used. Using more
documents can help discover new subtopics and enrich the
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subtopic categories are available. For instance, should we
simply combine all subtopics using our proposed framework,
or select the most suitable dimension(s) to the query? We
will continue investigating this problem in future work.
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